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Introduction
Gold are one of the precious metal in the world and a part of by and large all types
of civilization. Mankind has always been fascinated by Gold since ancient times.
Gold has more concerns due to its value and impact on the economy. In the late
20th century Gold standards have been the most widespread source for monetary
policies, which is displaced by paper currency now. Since 2009, the total quantity
of Gold mine in human history is about 165,000 tons which is approximately equal
to 5.3 billion troy ounces. The world Gold consumption in percentage volume is
about 50% in jewelry, 40% in investments, and 10% in industry.
Since ancient times, Gold is one of the most valuable and expensive metal.
Worldwide, Gold is a monetary system in which its value is being used as currency
and economic standards of accounts in many international markets. Gold has been
commonly used as a medium for monetary exchange throughout the world, In past
it was valued with the use of Gold coins and was also recognized with bare metal
quantities, whereas now it is found as Gold-convertible paper instruments after the
establishment of Gold standards in which the overall worth of paper money is
embodied in a store of Gold reserves.
Besides its extensive monetary and emblematic roles, Gold has been used
practically in dentistry, electronics, and other fields. It is highly flexible, ductile,
resistant to oxidization and chemical reactions, being a good conductor of
electricity it is now used in electric wiring, colored-glass production and
even Gold leaf eating. Because of Gold's distinguishing properties, it has
numerous industrial uses, like applied in photography, coloring, and is currently
for cancer treatments.
Hence, on the whole function of Gold in the global financial system today is
yet more imperative than before, because of an emergent hazard to the rulers of a
paper empire. In view of the fact that Gold market is an imperative fragment of
global financial system (Sharma & Baby, 2015),its value determination for future
is very important .The process has been done with econometric modeling of gold
prices.
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Historical figure showed that India possesses the prominent position among
largest consumers of Gold in the world. The fluctuations in gold prices affect the
in the economy in India. Thus, it is crucial to predict Indian gold prices which the
core objective of this study.

Literature Review
Gold prediction was initially done using regression analysis by different
researchers all around the globe (Deepika, Nambiar, & Rajkumar, 2012; Ismail,
Yahaya, & Shabri, 2009; Khashei, Hejazi, & Bijari, 2008; Zhang, Ma, & Wang,
2011). Box and Jenkins (1970) was the first, who introduced Autoregressive
Moving Average Model
The ARIMA models have dual advantages. Firstly, ARIMA models are a
distinct class of linear models which are proposed for linear time series and
confined with linear features in time series. Secondly, ARIMA models has ideal
hypothetical basis. That is why, ARIMA models are extensively used in many
practical applications. But, the shortcoming of the ARIMA is that it is unable to
capture nonlinear patterns of complex time series if nonlinearity exists (Shouyang,
Lean, & Lai, 2005).The seasonally adjusted French monetary aggregates were
analyzed and forecasted by a multiple time series. The forecasting performance of
the multiple models is compared to that of univariate random walk ARIMA
models(Machak, Spivey, & Wrobleski, 1987).Later (Abdullah, 2012; Banerjee,
2014; Deepika et al., 2012; Nielsen, 2005; L. Xu & Luo) have used ARIMA in
forecasting time series .
ARCH and GARCH methodology was later explored by Tully & Lucey,
(2007) in forecasting gold market to scrutinize both cash and futures prices and
signiﬁcant economic variables ,the study was based on the test of asymmetric
power GARCH model (APGARCH) of Ding, Granger, & Engle, (1993) which is
one of the its extension .
Parisi, Parisi, & Díaz, (2008)studied the dynamic networks predictive capacity
with alternative conventional methods like ARIMA models to forecasts time series
data and implies that the use of rolling recursive neural models could enhance the
predictive power of the Gold prices movements. This would make it possible to a
significant rise in return and decrease the risk related with the transactions of this
metal. Than later neural networks were used by Khashei et al., (2008; Kılıç,
(2013, 2015); Mombeini & Yazdani-Chamzini, (2015) .But Kılıç, (2015) had
modeled first-order Markov chains of daily average gold prices along with
Artificial neural networks and then predicted the trend estimated values. The
predicted models give important information on the direction of the next day's
bring-in. Liuyong and Zhengtao (2004) employed the historical data of the United
States, and recognized the model affecting Gold price, for this purpose stock
prices, inflation rate, exchange rate, interest rate were incorporated as the major
factors affecting Gold price.
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Since the start of 21st century a lot of work has been done on forecasting Gold
prices with the use of different modelling procdures which has prominent
implications on different economies Abdullah, (2012); Askari & Askari, (2011);
Baur & McDermott, (2010); Davis, Dedu, & Bonye, (2014); Deepika et al.,
(2012); Hadavandi, Ghanbari, & Abbasian-Naghneh, (2010); Ismail et al., (2009);
Khan, (2013); Kılıç, (2015); Lineesh, Minu, & John, (2010); Liuyong & Zhengtao,
(2004); Miswan, Ping, & Ahmad, (2013); Mombeini & Yazdani-Chamzini,
(2015); Parisi et al., 2008; Pierdzioch, Risse, & Rohloff, (2014); Shafiee & Topal,
(2010); Tharmmaphornphilas, Lohasiriwat, & Vannasetta, (2012); Tully & Lucey,
(2007); G. Xu, 2011; Yazdani-Chamzini, Yakhchali, Volungevičienė, &
Zavadskas, (2012); Zhang et al., 2011; Zhou, Lai, & Yen, (2012)

Data & Methodology
This study is based on secondary data collected from World Gold Council of gold
prices (in US per ounce, (London Gold Price Fixing) monthly frequency ranging
from January1979 to February 2017 which is a total of 459 data points.
The aim of this study is to predict Indian Gold prices using ARIMA model.
For instance, we have the stationary series after differencing at first level. Now,
the model that we are looking at is ARIMA (p, 1, q). We have to identify the
model, estimate suitable parameters, diagnostic checking for residuals and finally
achieve our objective of forecasting the future Gold prices.

Stationary Test
First of all the collected data was tested for stationarity which is an initial step of
suitability for time series analysis. To understand the nature of data, DurbinWatson Test was carried out. Durbin and Watson (1951) developed this test to
detect the presence of serial correlation for an appropriate for regression analysis.
Suitable time lag and serial correlation between the values with are simultaneously
important for modeling. The line graph of gold price data from January1979 to
February 2017 (London Gold Price Fixing) is showing an upward trend in Figure1.
Than the correlogram of gold price is shown in Table 1 and the mutual results are
showing a random walk behavior. Table 2 shows a correlogram at first difference.
Figure.1. Line graph of Gold prices in INR
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Figure 2. Line Graph of Gold Prices at First Difference
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Unit Root Test
This unit root test has become widely used in time series analysis to check the
stationary of a variable using an autoregressive model.Unit root at level was tested
which showed a non-stationary trend in series, thus data was tested at first
difference which results in stationary series showed in table1.
Table 1

Source: Econometrics results have been extracted from E-views 9.

The ADF test for first order difference from original Gold prices series is
shown in Table 1. The zero in p-value indicates the ADF-statistic is significant.
Thus, we reject the null hypothesis that states that the first order difference for
daily Gold prices series is stationary.
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Figure 4. Correlogram at Level

Figure 5. Correlogram at first

difference

Source: Econometrics results have been extracted from E-views 9

In Figure 4 and 5, autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation charts at level
and at first difference are generated.. The ACF dies out after lag and PACF dies
out slowly after lag 1. Thus, the data becomes stationary at first difference as
shown in figure 5.
In the above table 2, different models are taken to estimate the best fit model,
for this it is considered that the value of R-squared, Adjusted R-squared ,Fstatistic, Log likelihood must be maximum and remaining values of Akaike info
criterion, Schwarz criterion and Hannan-Quinn must be minimum whereas the
value of Durbin-Watson stat corresponding to 2 . While analyzing the above table
it is noticed that the parameters of ARIMA (1, 1, 2) fulfill the criteria.
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Table 2

Source: Econometrics results have been extracted from E-views 9.
Figure 4.Forecast Graph of selected Model

Source: Econometrics results have been extracted from SPSS21

Time Period
31-Mar-2017
29-Apr-2017
31-May-2017
30-Jun-2017
29-Jul-2017
31-Aug-2017
30-Sep-2017
31-Oct-2017
30-Nov-2017
30-Dec-2017
31-Mar-2018
29-Apr-2018
31-May-2018
30-Jun-2018
29-Jul-2018
31-Aug-2018
30-Sep-2018
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Table 2
Forecasted Monthly Gold Price
Predicted
Upper
class
Prices
Limit
82861.5
75775.1
83940.9
72908.0
84644.0
71118.1
85510.0
69746.8
86321.4
68633.5
87166.0
67705.3
88008.6
66908.8
88863.6
66217.0
89725.1
65608.1
90595.7
65068.0
91474.4
64585.4
92361.8
64152.2
93257.7
63761.5
94162.4
63408.3
95075.8
63088.1
95998.1
62797.3
96929.3
62533.1
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Lower
Class
Limit
90427.6
96165.0
99988.2
103770.0
107180.2
110491.3
113676.3
116795.0
119856.5
122880.7
125876.8
128854.4
131820.1
134779.7
137737.7
140698.2
143664.5
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31-Oct-2018
30-Nov-2018
30-Dec-2018
31-Mar-2018

97869.6
98819.0
99777.6
100745.5

62292.9
62074.5
61876.1
61696.0

146639.5
149625.7
152625.4
155640.5.

Source: Econometrics results have been extracted from SPSS21.

Fig. 4 shows an upward trend of gold price over next 21 months (31-Mar2017-31-Mar-2018) the period of ten years till January 2014. As per the objective
of the study predicted future gold price with the best selected model given in Table
2 in accordance with the comparison and satisfying the criteria of fit statistics.
Table 2 shows the forecasted gold prices with upper and lower limit of expected
variation.

Conclusions
The research study is under taken to obtain future forecast of Gold which is an
important and eminent commodity, usually its worth is realized during the period
of economic crisis and turn out to be a significant phenomenon where emerged as
a qualitative entity in financial markets.
ARIMA models for forecasting Gold prices are employed to estimate suitable
models. In order to develop a univariate Model, monthly data for 38 years (from
January1979 to February 2017) has been employed. We have used of Box-Jenkins
methodology to forecast time series of Indian Gold prices. Initially a unit root test
was applied on monthly data of gold prices. Among the different (ARIMA) models
best model is selected as the best model. It is found that
ARIMA (1, 1, 1) is the suitable model under Box Jenkins approach of model
identification, parameter estimation, diagnostic checking and forecasting future
prices which helps us in predicting the future values of Gold.
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